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Abstract
This paper investigates how the potential of the newly enacted village forest policy to improve the welfare of local people and examines how different actors at local level perceive a legal framework suitable for improving the welfare of local people and enhancing local development. We conducted research through in-dept interviews involving 75 respondents from different actors, such as policy makers, politician, village chief, customary chief and villagers. The research establish that forest policy on village forestry was a good option for local people to improve their welfare; however, little understanding of the substance of the newly village forest policy of local development actors due to limited public consultation undertaken at district and village level would become a real challenges for executing the policy. The work of the policy is also depend on the extent to which the central goverment is capable of understanding local context where multiple legal system operates.
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I. Introduction
The existence of Perdas and orders have give possibility to support development of village forest area, especially on Sepakat and Lantang Tallang. To makes the law exist, the customary community should still have a role, indeed as main player. In aimed to fulfill the needed of law of village forest area, the legal frameworks must avoid complicated and bureaucratic regulations.

II. Village forest policy
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